
Darwin Retained Services
A commitment to deliver the people you need 



“Darwin’s service delivery is built entirely around people; the people that work to understand the requirement and search 

for skills, the people who they put forward for roles and the client relationships which underpin the recruitment process”
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Introduction
Darwin’s Retained Service is a commitment to deliver 
people with the right skills at the right time to a budget 
agreed with you. The agreed fee allows Darwin’s senior 
consultants to focus their time to a shared objective. And 
you can be sure that you will have people working on 
your behalf, to fill your positions that have a better 
understanding of the requirement.
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2Our retained service
Our retained service is designed for when:

•  Business critical positions exist 

•  There is difficulty in filling certain roles i.e.   

    niche skill sets 

•  When demand outstrips supply 

•  Multiple vacancies exist 

•  Controlling costs 

•  Controlling recruitment processes 

•  A client wants a long-term partnership with a

    supplier 

•  Headhunting is required 

•  Senior positions exist 

 

The benefits of our retained services are:

•  Dedicated consultant
•  A committed delivery model & team
•  Stronger commitment on delivery 
•  Tailored payment structure 
•  Exclusive ownership of candidates 
•  Increased speed of CV delivery 
•  Increased client branding through advertising,
    microsites, contract agreements etc. 
•  Increased percentage of candidate acceptance 
•  Decrease in drop-outs and increase of 
    placement ratios 
•  Detailed candidate market feedback and
    benchmarking 
•  Competitor information through mapping 
    techniques 

The benefits
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The value of commitment
We tailor a fee structure that suits you but typically this will be calculated on estimated mean average 
first year salaries. Staged percentage payments will be agreed and defined within the proposal and you 
will be kept informed of progress at each stage.



What is the typical length of a retained services project?

Each Retained Search will comprise clearly defined timescales with key stages of delivery. So 
any variation can be tailored to the project time table and agreed before start.
 
The fee structure for a retained process usually includes some and/or of the following key 
stages; 
 
•  An upfront fee – invoice on the assignment commencement date. 
•  A CV and/or candidate shortlist – invoiced on submission 
•  Success fee – invoiced on the starting date of an Applicants employment. 

Key stages

Where there are multiple vacancies involved and these are for high demand skills an average 
project timetable could run from 3-6 months but often these can be less. Our experience in 
running Retained Service projects together with our knowledge of the market enables us to 
be quite accurate on the deliverable timetable. 
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Summary

Darwin’s Retained Service is an excellent way for 
employers to significantly improve delivery and at the same time experience an uplift in value through time 
and quality improvements. These improvements are a result of:
 
•  A committed delivery model & team 
•  A better understanding of needs through a closer relationship 
•  Exclusive candidate ownership 
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Client experiences

“Following a number of urgent requirements within my 
team I chose to engage Darwin Recruitment on a 
Retained basis to assist in delivering a number of highly 
skilled Candidates within the local area.  

Following agreement, Darwin worked with speed and 
efficiency, consistently keeping me updated on the 
search progress, identifying new opportunities to source 
CV’s and providing me with feedback on a regular 
basis. 
 
In my opinion, the real benefit cam in the quality of CVs 
that Darwin produced that saved me significant time 
and money and helped me achieve my strategic goals. 
 
I would not hesitate to recommend Darwin Recruitment 
and their Retained Search Model.” 
Director of Irdeto Research 

“Motain had been working with Darwin for more than 12 
months. Initially, we worked with Darwin on a 
contingency basis due to the very competitive 
environment in Berlin for technical talent. Darwin was 
successful in out competing their competitors and it was 
because of this that Motain selected Darwin to perform 
a substantial Retained Search during a critical period of 
hiring. 
 
Darwin managed the entire search process from start to 
finish and provided Motain with candidates that not only 
matched the very high technical requirements that 
Motain demands but also candidates with the right 
cultural fit. Potential employees came to their interviews 
with a full understanding of the benefits of working in a 
start-up environment, the opportunities for progression 
and the responsibilities within their desired roles. 
All positions were filled on time and in budget. 
 
I continue to enjoy working with Darwin and so I would 
strongly recommend them as a recruitment partner of 
choice.” 
Motain, CTO 

“Darwin were known to my organisation as we have 
worked successfully with them for many years. In a  
particular instance, Avanade had an urgent and  
critical need for 2 positions where we needed to 
guarantee accuracy and delivery within a short time 
period. 
 
For me, Darwin was the obvious choice to help me 
achieve this objective and within 2 months, both 
positions had been filled. 
 

I have no hesitation in recommending Robert and 
Darwin for all search solutions including, in this case, 
Retained Search”. 
Avanade Sweden, HR Manager
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Contact Us
Darwin Recruitment
Cumberland House
129 High Street
Billericay
Essex
CM12 9AH

+44 (0)1277 637 970

info@darwinrecruitment.com

www.darwinrecruitment.com

Darwin Recruitment B.V
Level 15
B Tower, WTC
Strawinskylaan 1537
1077 XX, Amsterdam
Nederland

+31 (0) 20 30 500 70 

info@darwinrecruitment.com

www.darwinrecruitment.nl

Darwin Recruitment AG
Beethovenstrasse 47
8002 Zürich
Switzerland

+41 (0) 4150 62900

info@darwinrecruitment.com

www.darwinrecruitment.ch

Darwin Recruitment GmbH
Herzog Wilhelm Strasse 26
80331 München 
Germany

+49 (0)89 26209 7130

info@darwinrecruitment.com
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Darwin Recruitment Belgium
Kievitplein 20 - c12
2018 Antwerpen
Belgium

+32 (0) 3808 1770

info@darwinrecruitment.com

www.darwinrecruitment.bewww.darwinrecruitment.de

Darwin Recruitment London
Broadgate Circle
Office 204
2nd Floor
1 -2 Broadgate
London
EC2M 2QS

+44 (0)203 8616 880

info@darwinrecruitment.com

www.darwinrecruitment.com



“It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive 

but those who can best manage change.” 

Charles Darwin www.darwinrecruitment.com


